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Date: March 14, 2021
Many men and women have worked their whole life planning for retirement and
are now faced with the certainty that our money system is about to change with a
so-called “reset”. Will dollars devalue? Will hyper-inflation cause loss of wealth? Is
cash about to be a thing of the past? With so many questions and no guaranteed
answers is it time to change dollar based wealth into something else? In this
episode we ask a man who knows about money and he offers what he can with a
true concern for men and women. He points out what we know to be true and
offers ideas about where money might go in the near future. As has always been
true, gold and silver have intrinsic value, which is not true of the dollar. This is
finally becoming common knowledge in a worried world entering a new era
pushing hard to make everything digital and controllable.
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COMMENTS
106 Comments so far.

1.  Joshualindsey81 says:
March 14, 2021 at 7:40 pm
I’ve been spending this worthless paper, as written by the Federal Reserve
in Modern Money Mechanics, as soon as I get it. Its been “burning a hole” in
my pocket so to speak!
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Reply

2.  mh1349 says:
March 14, 2021 at 7:41 pm
Gregory Mannarino! Ha, nice! I’ll listen to this in the morning.

Reply

3.  Aaron Snider says:
March 14, 2021 at 8:07 pm
I’m so excited to listen to this! Thanks Crrow and Jason. Mr. Mannarino is a
fantastic guest.

Reply

4.  Donna Ligon says:
March 14, 2021 at 8:30 pm
So glad you had this show. Just a thought….
Maybe take some questions from your audience on things we’d like to know.
I for one would like to know, where do you get real metals from a trusted “
whom ever “? Where do you store it without the powers that be know?….
Thanks

Reply

1.  Robert Bayzat says:
March 15, 2021 at 6:54 am
local coin exchange or coin shop

Reply

2.  zubkovs2 says:
March 15, 2021 at 4:31 pm
LCS is good advice .. storing? Do what I do: buried in an old tomato
can under a rose bush.

Reply

5.  Donna Ligon says:
March 14, 2021 at 8:31 pm
Also… pay off debt or put money in hard assets? Is real estate considered a
hard asset?….

Reply

1.  heath74 says:
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March 14, 2021 at 11:28 pm
Yeah but title is exposed to sovereign risk so choose carefully the
country/state/county you purchase it in.

Reply

2.  Robert Bayzat says:
March 15, 2021 at 6:52 am
land is an asset if it produces a money flow or stream. a house is a
liabilty if mortgaged & produces nothing of value other than a domicile.
that said an acre of land with a small home on it can produce a profit if
the steward of the land so desires it so & puts the efforts needed in.

Reply

3.  Rachel Richards says:
March 16, 2021 at 11:06 am
I would say get rid of debt first, it’s their mechanism of slave control.

Reply

6.  Casey Gurley says:
March 14, 2021 at 8:44 pm
Gregory knows his stuff.

Reply

7.  HBr339339 says:
March 14, 2021 at 9:07 pm
One thing Greg did not mention is that we utilize the Double Entry
Accounting System, and when the FED prints money, what is their other
entry, figure that out my son and you will know how absurd and asinine and
fraudulent and criminal and unbelievable our system is, so much so that I
think I must have landed here from another planet!

Reply

1.  Matthew Bell says:
March 15, 2021 at 12:34 am
It is of great interest. I was glad to hear you on SGT Report citing
Gregory Mandorino, even more so to listen to this episode.

I’d like to hear you ask GM about land holdings also. Thank you for all
your efforts!

Reply
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2.  Wmcknight says:
March 15, 2021 at 11:42 am
Yes the GAAP principal. The old cross!

Reply

8.  Crow says:
March 14, 2021 at 9:24 pm
It is interesting to me to speak with someone who has worked in the markets
for so long, and has a very dim view of what is happening. And since I know
very little about money, I hope this is of interest to others. I keep thinking
about what happened to Greece and wonder…

Reply

1.  Matthew Bell says:
March 15, 2021 at 12:34 am
It is of great interest. I was glad to hear you on SGT Report citing
Gregory Mandorino, even more so to listen to this episode.

I’d like to hear you ask GM about land holdings also. Thank you for all
your efforts!

Reply

2.  Jlwirt78@gmail. com says:
March 15, 2021 at 4:00 am
Thanks for this episode guys. I think it is paramount that you a
discussing financial topics! We’re all craving this kind of insight to help
preserve our financial energy. I’ve been watch Greg for a while as well
and have a solid financial education. Some good question a to ask him
would be to break down what he means buy the fed wants to own it all
and how they are making it a reality. Buy money printing (QE), own all
stocks? Own all real estate? Own all Bitcoin? Etc. and when they do
bring us to a digital dollar after devaluing the fiat. What value
mechanism will give gold silver and bitcoin their value if they were
purchased with fiat? Do they crash in price? Ask him specifically will
those commodities weather the crash of the stock market. What stocks
will still hold value? Bc they are printing 25% more currency in 2020
and will do the same this year is it smart to hold stocks until there are
signs to cash out and pick up more metals. If you look at economist
magazine prediction of the world for 2021 (very interesting) and it’s a
game of sorts for the elite to say what they intend. They have a graph
of stocks going higher. Which is what as happening. Also bitcoin is
more than what you describe it to be and would be epic to have
Michael Saylor on you show to address you concerns about bitcoin.
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He’s a very smart guy and you are as well would be and incredible
show. Look him up if you’re not aware of him. He has laser like
communication capacity to explain bitcoin and the reasons to bet
against all this devaluation of the dollar. That’s my two cents thanks for
reading. Again Great show and look forward to having Greg on again!

Reply

3.  Gary Lewis says:
March 16, 2021 at 12:51 am
https://stockcharts.com/freecharts/yieldcurve.php
This one is a handy tool. It’s hard to believe they’ve been able to keep
this thing running as long as it has.

Reply

9.  Robert Bayzat says:
March 14, 2021 at 9:43 pm
american gold eagle is 50$ american silver eagle is 1$ that is in us treasury
money. if you exchange us treasury money for fiat fed notes it is called a like
kind exchange. example a 1 oz gold eagle is 50 dollars so you can legally
transport 200 oz of us gold eagles which is $350,000.00 fiat fed notes. you
can always hold your metal & trade as needed for goods never cash it all in.
block-chain will be the reciept which tangibles will be tracked. that removes
the governance of banks. block-chain will help for provenance & title(s). btc
& the rest are not being utilized as they should be, as ledger reciepts for
value transfers.

Reply

10.  Clayton piotrowski says:
March 14, 2021 at 10:19 pm
When they pop that bubble..and money is no longer accepted..does gold or
silver hold more value?..who cares! Cant eat or get it to do shit! bury it in the
ground..will it feed you? More worthless, man valued junk! Do something
with a hunk of gold. You cant! Ask 10, 000 people…still a hunk of
gold..maybe flattened.

Reply

11.  Clayton piotrowski says:
March 14, 2021 at 10:30 pm
Survival and life is not based on what one person perceives as being
valuable. Wow..gold..wow silver! We can use you for all kinds of fancy
shit..great!..can I live without you? Sure can! Pretty simple

Reply

https://stockcharts.com/freecharts/yieldcurve.php
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12.  Clayton piotrowski says:
March 14, 2021 at 10:40 pm
If i trade you 4 chickens for 1 oz of gold..who lives longer? 5 gallons of water
for 10#s of silver..who dies of thirst first?

Reply

1.  DickB says:
March 15, 2021 at 9:02 am
I tend to agree Clayton. I may be biased, but I’ve never valued any
jewelry or metal personally. Monatomic gold could be an avenue to
make use of metals, but producing it would require some specialized
equipment( heating to several thousand degrees). I bought lots of
seeds and educated myself in agriculture instead…still a work in
progress.

Reply

1.  DickB says:
March 15, 2021 at 9:07 am
Also, my investment will be in land, after I sell my house in the
burbs this year. Wave good riddance to the concrete jungle.

Reply

2.  Ic says:
March 16, 2021 at 10:10 am
I agree with both u guy’s opinions. Bought seeds too and have
been teaching myself how to live on the land..imo its is more
valuable than gold

Reply

13.  Sterling Lee says:
March 14, 2021 at 10:53 pm
Crrow USDC United States Dollar Coin is based off Ethereum and is tied
directly to the “real” dollar.
From coinbase- How do I know USD Coin will hold its value?
Centre, the consortium that mints USDC, collectively holds US$1.00 for
every single USDC. These funds are held in a special bank account that is
constantly monitored and audited.

Reply

1.  Robert Bayzat says:
March 15, 2021 at 5:58 am
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the real dollar is based on 371¼ fine grains of silver therein lies the
rub.

Reply

14.  Maps says:
March 14, 2021 at 11:03 pm
OMG!!!!!!!!
I am sooooo glad you have Greg on the show! He IS THE BEST!
Really stoked you are aware of him and he can reach this audience 

!

Reply

15.  Stacy Berger says:
March 14, 2021 at 11:10 pm
Love this interview, thanks guys!!

Reply

16.  The Winter Wolf says:
March 14, 2021 at 11:46 pm
All I hear is another scare salesman pushing gold, silver and crypto and
warning me I will be a slave without it. Well, you just go buy all the “Myyy
Precious” you can hide. They will never take your preciouses away or outlaw
you owning them. Wait, I thought owning it all was their end game.
I am sure he gets some things right. But the “markets” are pure, absolute
and undeniable evil. GET OUT of them. They sold that nonsense to our
parents and grandparents. Hey Crrow, gimme a dollar and I’ll give you 5
later. How did I do it? Well, see…there is the magical place called the
“markets”. You have been listening to this guy for a while and you are not
even sure what he means by “gold and silver are under pressure’…which
sounds like sales speak to me.
We were all slaves after a forbidden fruit was bitten. Before that we were
servants, worshipers and stewards.
Awareness is relative. His awareness is different than mine. He is willing to
put faith in a metal; my faith is elsewhere.

Reply

17.  Reperception says:
March 14, 2021 at 11:52 pm
Would like to know se trusted metals brokers. Anyone got a referral?

Reply

1.  Reperception says:
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March 14, 2021 at 11:53 pm
*some

Reply

2.  Chozzy says:
March 15, 2021 at 1:17 am
SD Bullion

Reply

1.  Robert Bayzat says:
March 15, 2021 at 6:04 am
find a local coin shop. it makes it easier to redeem your money
for paper script.

Reply

18.  Neil says:
March 15, 2021 at 12:33 am
What hope is there for the paycheck to paycheck individual with nothing?

Reply

1.  Chozzy says:
March 15, 2021 at 1:45 am
Start small. If it’s $10/mo. in Ag is what you can afford you’re pry better
off than 90% of Americans. Stay diligent, remain vigilant.

Reply

2.  spinky says:
March 15, 2021 at 2:00 am
If I had nothing I would go find a part of the country I would like to live
in and get a job on a farm. It was the farmers who did well in the soviet
union, when they were able to keep their farms. Develop all the skills
and trades you can so that you can be productive and then people will
always want what you can do. Black markets are strong. This is what
happens in Sweden. I have friends there who operate entirely on the
blackmarket for all their needs. They have trades and they do all
trades work for their friends and vice versa, no cash changing hands
for the govt to get involved with.

Reply

1.  Zhar says:
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March 15, 2021 at 8:42 am
What spinky said. That’s working on knowledge, know how and
the ever so important, community.

Reply

3.  dacrow says:
March 15, 2021 at 2:30 am
Yes, start small. The prepper world is a minefield but start with buying
2 of what you can, on sale etc.. This is the slowboil ramped up. Metals
would be nice and food will outdate but 12 months shelf life is easily
doable, and inflation is here and now on steroids. Hyper inflation could
be sooner than we would like to think.
So going with out whatever you can today to have what you will need
tomorrow is the start. It is to the point where that bag of groceries will
go up 10 to 20 percent month to month. That’s where you start and
that is what will matter. People with piles of hope (money) will be
looking to people like you, then, with all hope lost.

Reply

19.  Chozzy says:
March 15, 2021 at 1:17 am
Mannarino? Wow. Worlds colliding. Thanks for having Gregory, excited to
listen.

Reply

20.  dacrow says:
March 15, 2021 at 1:49 am
Greg is good and has been around for years. He knows his stuff. Many
years ago he and all the others arrived on the scene with the buy physical
meme. Many a schill is still around today flogging their wares and they are a
dime a dozen. Ironically I saw Greg online a couple of days ago after many
years, and here he is. He, along with the others, were calling the crash for
‘next year’ for many years. He was honest enough to admit the printing
press gave them total control while others simply gave them the moniker of
stupid or clueless. They we’re to loose control due to greed and stupidity.
Again schills.
Greg made, and might still make, all the rounds to the usual suspects; Sgt,
Greg Hunter, on and on. And so I tuned out. The fact became apparrent
back then that they would print you/me into hunger when it is all said and
done then give you the offer you can’t refuse. While knowing the offer would
be your demise a needle is the master stroke. Back in the day the common
sentiment was all the stackers would buy a house from some dispossessed
sucker for 10 ozs, or so.
Paper AND digital fiat will never be enough, especially now, when that
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hamburger will cost more than you have or simply can’t be had without the
proper ‘credits’. Physical will be barter when digital is the only redemption for
it within the system, and as Crow said what do you sell or trade it for?
Another worthless script that still buys you a hamburger or ten? Fair enough
that to cash out in time and convert fait wisely would be the trick, but that is
their game too. Real assets moving forward will shelter you and feed you.
Never mind the norms that are lost and gone because a real asset might be
a solid well built green house that you are familiar with. Hunger Games was
the last predictive jive one really needed to see because the offer you can’t
refuse will be just that. Russia, ukraine, and the rest were just a warm up for
these folks and the100 million plus who perished (starved) under
communism will be a drop in the bucket unless we face that now. Sorry to be
that guy with his first post a real zinger but there is still time and I write this
accordingly. The one thing I can assure you of is that kindness and
compassion are the only things left when all illusion is gone.

Reply

1.  Ic says:
March 16, 2021 at 10:25 am
Heres to that then!

" #

Reply

21.  spinky says:
March 15, 2021 at 2:04 am
I sure hope gold skyrockets soon, because I have had it for two years and
right now it’s dropping like a stone, probably because of the bitcoin surge.
But being in Canada, I can tell you that our internet is more and more
severely restricted all the time. There are so many videos now that I am not
allowed to watch or sites I am not allowed to access, I may as well be in
China. The 1% are putting a chokehold on the internet. I think people had
better stop relying on the internet for anything. If our govt can stop us from
accessing sites that easily, what’s to stop them from cutting off our access to
our bitcoin if we have any? We have to register with the govt when we buy it,
so they know we have it and they get all our personal information when we
buy it, so right there I do not trust bitcoin. At least the govt does not know I
have any metals. There was no transaction record of that. I think the most
valuable commodity now will be trades skills that one can trade for whatever
they need as we are heading for a barter economy for everyone who doesn’t
want to be controlled in the digital realm of govt regulations. You will have to
make your children have transgender sterliization surgeries in order to get
your food stamps.

Reply
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1.  Robert Bayzat says:
March 15, 2021 at 6:06 am
gold does nothing the value of the paper goes up or down. an oz of
gold is always an oz of gold.

Reply

2.  dacrow says:
March 15, 2021 at 10:31 am
Exactly. Registered and online. Aaaand… it’s gone. Until you bend the
knee and take your medicine for it and your UBI.

Reply

1.  unchel says:
March 15, 2021 at 1:19 pm
Agree with Robert and dacrow, with the caveat that gold has
been and is manipulated by those most deem to be on the other
team. aka. not to your advantage.

Reply

22.  spinky says:
March 15, 2021 at 2:06 am
Crrow, hyperinflation = devaluation

Reply

23.  Sarah Retherford says:
March 15, 2021 at 4:02 am
as long as the world revolves around commerce – gambling will become a
winner take all ponzi scheme. seems our only hope is for as many as
possible to secure property and grow food. most of us – even many who
have “extra” money, don’t have enough to make a dent in the win/lose
scenario enough to protect themselves from the Federal Reserve plans.
Everyone betting against debt is as culpable in our demise as anything.
what will any kind of money mean in a world where those who have all the
controls finally have all the control. How can silver and gold be useful in a
world like that. the “reset” intends to take away our property. how can we
fight that? Remember when it was illegal to hold gold and silver. “They” are
gambling with our water now. They already do food. This guy is just as much
part of the win/lose game playing as anyone in the Fed is. We need to walk
away from it all. All that speculating is just as unreal as fiat money is.

Reply
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1.  Sarah Retherford says:
March 15, 2021 at 4:08 am
personally, i think green dollars IN YOUR HANDS and not in the bank
or in bitcoin or anywhere else will be what those of us that are left out
of the winner take all scenario can use among ourselves to trade. I
say, take the handouts, cash it out of any holding place/bank and stuff
your mattress with it.

Reply

1.  Robert Bayzat says:
March 15, 2021 at 6:11 am
green dollars are a promissory note from a bankrupted entity, a
reciept for future goods or services. your green dollars are base
on 371¼ fine grains of silver or ÷ 16 to get fine gold grains. paper
money or digital blips of nothing will ne worth just that. block-
chain will be the new reciept but you can attach the provenance
& title to the ledger for a supposed uncorruptable accounting.

Reply

1.  Sarah Retherford says:
March 15, 2021 at 12:40 pm
you are not telling me anything i don’t already know.
blockchain is nothing more. what will matter is how we treat
each other. can you imagine a world where regulations
show up on blockchain, your bank account and internet are
only accessible if you behave right and you and your circle
of loved ones have some green dollars with their “value”
remembered…don’t you think we will be willing to
exchange them among ourselves in an underground
fashion to evade the thought police. I think they will mean
what they have always meant – a medium of exchange.
We can put whatever value we want on them. There are
only so many of them printed – so if there are still greedy
people, which there certainly will be, and opportunists, they
can then hoard and speculate on paper money. The rest is
all imaginary credit digital nonsense. The trouble we are in
now is because of greed and the desire for control. If we
lose those operating mantras, we can return to civility
where the true value of things can be discovered. We need
to make up our own game where speculation is not
available – it’s gambling. Gambling is nonsense. Someone
always has to lose. What are all the good people who are
awake but have no money to gamble on these in and out
situations supposed to do. So, what everyone touting
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gambling is saying – it’s you or me. How is that a good
thing whichever way you want to look at it.

Reply

24.  Scotty J says:
March 15, 2021 at 4:09 am
What’s interesting the Mint where I live in Australia is still owned by the
Government. It also for a period last year stopped all gold buying and I think
now it has a limit on how much you can buy. Maybe they know something
we don’t!

Reply

1.  Robert Bayzat says:
March 15, 2021 at 6:15 am
perth mint has good products.
im partial to kookaburas & funnel webs. the kangaroo is aus version of
the eagle. best value 10oz bars from perth mint. & i love taking the
lizard ladies money off her. whats a pound?a pound of sterling silver at
a purity of 92.5 not .999 or .9999

Reply

25.  Linda Schilling says:
March 15, 2021 at 7:27 am
I love Gregory! Been following him for 10 years. Sign up for his free
newsletter, get his book…us old folk get it far more than the Millennials.
They’ve never been taught how money works. No one taught me and I used
to fight with my economics teacher back in the 90s (in adult college) that we
were living in a false economy. Little did I know back then how bad it really
was…as we see it now.

Reply

26.  Linda Schilling says:
March 15, 2021 at 7:29 am
@crrow … you need a plan when to get out of both crypto’s & precious
metals…then you buy assets…especially land.

Reply

27.  Tina Carr says:
March 15, 2021 at 10:21 am
It is all a circus, Crow, and I don’t pay attention, because I don’t care either.
This whole idea of “money” just draws us further and further away from
nature and what is really important about all living things on this planet, that
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we ALL need each other and to live in synchronicity and connection with our
natural world to maintain our standing in this place we call earth.
I am so exhausted listening to everyone talk about the money aspect of this
“great reset” when what truly matters is how we can come together to create
a world where no one lacks the basic necessities and has freedom to thrive
to be the highest minded spirit they can be.

Whatever happened to the idea of a barter type of system, where everyone
is seen to have equal worth and we live in smaller communities and work
with each other for fulfillment? Local farms and services?

I know I sound all woo-hoo, but really…where is the compassion for how this
will REALLY affect the least fortunate amongst us?
That’s what I fear. I could give a crap about money markets and
cryptocurrency, honestly. Maybe I’m completely naive, but I’ve never
involved myself with any of it, because it all seems so fake and
unnecessary. I just maintain my very modest lifestyle, doing body and
energy work on people, trying to be make a difference and be a good
person. I’m not rollin in the dough over here, by any means, and if you look
at me simply in monetary terms, I am nothing-have nothing, really. But I
don’t feel scared about that. I know who I am, as I’m sure most of your
listeners do, Crow. And I know my power and place and where I’m going,
and I refuse to give in to this fear and hype, especially the money aspect.
What would I be if I or anyone that loves me thought of my success in this
life simply by whats in my bank account? This is the mindset we need to
change, no?

At least silver and gold are useful in the natural world.
And I don’t possess those either. So I guess I’m screwed if I think about this
at all.

I remain faithful that this will all turn out beautifully for this world. Darkness
cannot sustain itself. It’s just not possible for these sinister humans to
continue to get away with this, and hurt things in this continual manner.
Karma is real, and nature is strong, and I believe will avail in the end.

Cheers,
Tina

Reply

1.  dacrow says:
March 15, 2021 at 11:12 am
Have to agree with you.
I came from money being king and have seen the sad sorry people
who attach to that. Never did give a rats about it and was quite the one
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to avoid on the subject. To this day I watch those who say it’s not
about money to them chase a few more bucks on their stock app. I
remember Crrow saying he was seen as not with it for not having a
team to ra ra for back in his roadie days. Manhood was not there and
to many ‘the market’ has become that too. How many will realize the
money they never had was never lost when the time comes? And the
money put toward it was lost there and then. Very few I’m guessing
while true gamblers in this world accept that without question.

Reply

28.  sherrymari1 says:
March 15, 2021 at 10:43 am
As a freemason insider, I’m sure he knows what’s next.
Google images – it’s eas to find.

Reply

1.  Crow says:
March 15, 2021 at 10:47 am
Both my grandparents were Masons as were most workers in those
days. As are many I was in the USMC with. Are we going to judge
them as if they have some grand scheme on the world? I will not be
doing that unless it is at the highest levels – which is not your next
door neighbor.

Reply

2.  sherrymari1 says:
March 15, 2021 at 11:33 am
He admits to being a 32nd degree. He’s an officer.
https://aminutetomidnite.com/2019/06/02/high-level-freemason-greg-
mannarino-just-sent-out-a-coded-warning/

Reply

1.  Crow says:
March 15, 2021 at 11:36 am
So he eats babies? Or plans the downfall of us all? At some
point this divisive thinking needs to end. Did he say something in
the episode that is clearly harmful? I think not, so where does
that leave accusations and paranoia?

Reply

2.  DickB says:
March 15, 2021 at 1:56 pm

https://aminutetomidnite.com/2019/06/02/high-level-freemason-greg-mannarino-just-sent-out-a-coded-warning/
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Did you know Shriners, are all 32nd degree masons? Is every
priest in the Catholic church a pedophile ?

Reply

29.  EasyRider8 says:
March 15, 2021 at 10:57 am
I have heard Greg before, but I feel sales pitch. Just a gut feel. Tho I freely
admit I am not a financial guru either. Maybe it’s just his style that doesn’t
resonate. I’m open to hearing more.
Buying land seems to be the only physical thing one could hold, but you cant
take land with you if you need to move. No magic bullet.

Reply

1.  sherrymari1 says:
March 15, 2021 at 8:24 pm
EasyRider – learn how to get alloidal title and to be a true land owner –
like the lords were. BLM has the titles.

Reply

30.  Youness Almechatt says:
March 15, 2021 at 10:57 am
That’s not what intrinsic value means! You’re close but not quite.

Surely you won’t listen to me but you listen to Mark Passio so go listen to
how he puts it!

Intrinsic value means something that is actually valuable to your
sustainability! Sustenance!!!!

Wake up people!

What are you going to do if no one wants to buy your gold?!?!? You’re going
to eat it? Lol wow people will spend hours talking about mind control but fail
to realize EVERYTHING is a lie. Even the obsession with gold silver and
copper or what have you! These are not supposed to be literal! Sun, moon .
. . Wake up!

Intrinsic value is what you can USE on its own to sustain your life! LAND.
FOOD. MACHINERY. TOOLS. WATER. WORKING ANIMALS. NOT
FUCKING GOLD! you can’t use it unless someone buys it, wait for it, using
some form of fiat currency!

Wake up and do some homework on what intrinsic means people. You can
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have a ton of gold and you’ll still be cold and hungry. You can have a half
acre and have food and water and shelter!

The issue comes from our obsession to monetary value which is their way of
manipulating us. Still asleep if you’re chasing gold coins like a damn fool.
Get land! Water! Food! Machines! Items that you can rely on! Gold can heal
but it will not save your life if you’re on your own.

Wish I had more time than just my random messages on here! Geesh!

Stop saying intrinsic value. Go read about it 

!

Ciao

Reply

1.  dacrow says:
March 15, 2021 at 11:41 am
Yep. No stranger to Passio. Many years to digest the monetary vs
intrinsic value argument. My conclusion is that metal will indeed be
accepted for exchange. People will take it for things of intrinsic value,
to you. Someone will always see it as worth the value of the intrinsic
things they are offering to you. Hence it has value to them and will be
a means of exchange. To me it is simply that, and will be that, a means
of exchange. I would gladly trade it for that tractor someone sees as
worth some metal when the time comes.

Reply

1.  ThatGirl says:
March 15, 2021 at 7:19 pm
I agree with both of you. Money won’t feed you, but it has been a
convenient way of trading – less cumbersome than the items of
actual intrinsic value. I appreciate the insight Crrow’s guest
provided. Some type of money will be good to have.

I also agree with Youness. We need to think about what skills we
can cultivate that would be of real value if we have to take care
of ourselves. What tools would be smart to own.

One comment about land if you are looking to buy property – find
a home that isn’t part of an HOA or zoned as “historic.” That’s the
government’s way of controlling land that was developed before
HOA’s controlled ownership. Architectural committees have a lot
of power to make rules. Not allowing farm animals (e.g. a
chicken or goat) and perhaps even growing food could be a
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violation as not within approved landscaping. HOA’s can be too
restrictive.

Thanks to everyone for generating helpful suggestions.

Reply

2.  Walter Teal says:
March 16, 2021 at 12:18 am
I agree! Don’t be in debt, and LEARN how to do things with your hands
in the short time left. Start collecting tools, and for the ones that are
electric, invest in some portable solar panels to charge batteries. But
learn how to do things manually, without electric or gas…hand saws
and axes for wood, etc. I think land is the only way to go right now.
Maybe crypto for the shower term, then convert to hard/real assets. It
will probably only buy you a few more years of freedom. Stay away
from flood Zones and be aware of the potential for “spontaneous” fires
(maybe have trees for timber, but not too close to the house. And not
downstream from man made lakes. I think part of the biodiversity
agenda is to restore land back to nature. Welcome to the hunger
games. Take every precaution, and pray for the best.

Reply

31.  Youness Almechatt says:
March 15, 2021 at 11:09 am
It simply goes back to what is holding us back, the love of money. So when
the minions hear about the monetary reset or dollar collapsing, they think
“oh how can I still be stuck to this system and make more of this fake
money? hmm many I can amass essentially useless metal (doesnt matter if
it real, it is essentially USELESS to MOST HUMAN BEINGS) so I can make
a profit. When the dollar crashes, I can get more fake dollars!”

Idiocy at its finest, with all due respect!

Get LAND! It is absolutely the most important safety net. NOT FUCKING
GOLD! LAND, people! And stop thinking about what you can buy to make a
profit with! That is the foundation of how materialistic thinking! Think about
what you can buy to make a living with! What can be of USE to you and your
family! What you MANufacture and PROduce so that others can TRADE
with you with other items you may want or need!

STOP THINKING ABOUT MONEY
PERIOD!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! (Maaaaaa, the
meatloaf . . . Fuuuuuuuuuuck) That is how I feel when I listen to some of this
bologna masked as wisdom!
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Thanks for the free speech platform so I can vent every once in a while.
Some day I will come on your show and give you a piece of my mind Crow!
Id even come down to RI and have a chat face to face. I moved from
Webster Ma to Maine last year so I was very close to you . . .

Anyway, Intrinsic value means VALUABLE to YOU! It is subjective to
sustaining one’s life and family! Not a trading mechanism such as buying
and selling gold!

Reply

32.  Crow says:
March 15, 2021 at 11:09 am
The effort here was to get a point of view from direct knowledge of the
money systems and I accept all that was said with the exception of crypto
which I do not support and never will. There are a lot of folks out there trying
to retire and our guest has direct knowledge of how that all works. I think it
should be clear that no one knows for sure what is about to happen but
where we are headed will clearly change how we do money now.

Reply

1.  Tina Carr says:
March 15, 2021 at 11:27 am
It was a good effort, Crow as always, and it’s so important to have all
these viewpoints from people way more knowledgeable about finances
than me, certainly.
Maybe somewhere down the line we won’t have to do “money?” That’s
what I’m hoping for anyway. I have my tools. My hands, my mind, my
intuition and my heart.
Hopefully this will see me through whatever is to happen next.

I just love your show, Crow. Learning so much. A million thanks to you,
Jason and all of your wonderful guests!

Take good care.

Reply

2.  Russ Balmer says:
March 15, 2021 at 11:38 am
I recently got into the Crypto thing. Bought 15 Ethereum. I think the
potential upside is better than the downside. If it starts to go lower than
I bought in at, I will get out. Ethereum will help decentralize the flow of
money. Will be huge if the Govt. does not try to ruin it.
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Reply

3.  Daniel Williams says:
March 15, 2021 at 11:37 pm
Hi Crow, email me at danielrichardwilliams@hotmail.com i can put you
in touch with someone who knows how the monetary system work and
will re direct people to re-learning the operations of the Fed and how
the system and mainstream education uses language to fool people
cheers

Reply

33.  William Seitz says:
March 15, 2021 at 11:18 am
Though he is a freemason, I like Greg.

Reply

1.  unchel says:
March 15, 2021 at 12:56 pm
William, your post is number 33? coincidence?

Reply

1.  William Seitz says:
March 15, 2021 at 4:14 pm
I started 33 tomatoe seeds the other day, tossed in one more so
my children wouldn’t give me a hard time. No coincidences in
this web

Reply

34.  Kalel says:
March 15, 2021 at 11:58 am
I have been listening to Greg for many many years, pay attention to what he
says, he has the Walk St experience to know what is happening and more
importantly WHAT THE TREND IS.

Reply

1.  Crow says:
March 15, 2021 at 12:00 pm
My thinking exactly and it is not as if I can add much about money
markets and as sad as it is, most of us have to pay rent and eat food
and try to stop working when we are old.

mailto:danielrichardwilliams@hotmail.com
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Reply

35.  Zachary says:
March 15, 2021 at 12:03 pm
A lot of platitudes in this interview. This guy isn’t saying anything that I can’t
find on Zerohedge.

Crrow, would really appreciate if you could have somebody on that is
knowledgeable about cryptocurrency. In my opinion, it is a tool, neither good
nor bad, but how it’s used. I feel like there has been too much throwing out
the baby with the bathwater, with an insinuation that it’s all bad. I don’t side
with the crypto zealots full of religious fervor either. A balanced approach
must be taken.

We’ve been using digital currency for a while now, it’s called the USD. How
are you paying for web service, domain names, etc. It’s all in digital dollars.

Reply

1.  Crow says:
March 15, 2021 at 12:13 pm
Crypto represents total slavery – I do not need anyone on to know this.
It is also likely where the dollar is trying to head. It has no value and is
imaginary, so from a knowing standpoint what else should we
consider? Don’t get me started on binary systems… which also play
into our future as systemic controls.

Reply

1.  Baba Ahnk says:
March 15, 2021 at 1:11 pm
“Cryptocurrencies are the gateway drug to the Beast system.”

Baba AHNK

Reply

2.  Olivia says:
March 15, 2021 at 3:43 pm
Hi Crow and Jason, love your tireless work. What was your
previous shows that reach into the realm of binary systems. Land
is a huge question with the UNDRIP situation unfolding United
Nations Declaration of Rights of Indigenous Peoples and
whereby the government (bankers) can take your land for
whatever reason they declare is best for all. Like making sure
your caste of human is removed from natural habitat and land
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returned to their use. So how do we now value land as an asset,
or can we move it into the private and trust? Man it just keeps
getting better doesn’t it? Since they changed the definition of
Vaccine (see Websters) they can change the definition of
anything and by using reflexive law, throw away the keys. Or can
they?

Reply

3.  ThatGirl says:
March 15, 2021 at 6:56 pm
Please say more about binary systems! You mentioned they are
the most evil. Would you please explain briefly why? We live in a
world of duality – in essence, a binary system. I always say that
balance is the secret to the Universe.

I really want to understand what you mean when you say you are
against binary systems. Are you referring to their trick of divide
and conquer?
Thank you.

Reply

1.  Crow says:
March 15, 2021 at 7:37 pm
The binary conversation will take some back knowing to be
established so those listening can see the issue clearly. I
will say all the 11 usage (911 & 311 as examples) is a
version of 2 and called by Crowley the evilest of numbers –
which is true – if – you intend it to be and remove it from
the decan. Spiritually 2 begins to move away from the
perfection and godly ideas of 1 in the same way 11 moves
away from the perfection of 10 in a cycle an octave higher.
There is a lot to grasp to be able to comprehend what
binary represents and do not get me started on the zero
idea in binary as a thing with a value…

Reply

1.  ThatGirl says:
March 15, 2021 at 9:56 pm
In Crowley’s, Magic without Tears, he demonstrates
the solution to the Riddle of the Universe is 0=2. We
are “able to get any expression that we want from
Nothing; we merely have to be careful that the terms
shall be precisely opposite and equal.”
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Reply

2.  KundaliniAndCelltowers says:
March 16, 2021 at 11:26 am
Platitudes yes. A more nuanced approach discusses the need for cash
during breakdown, until a system of barter emerges. Metals are mostly
unknowns to the public. Very hard to cash in on them. Generally you
will have to convert them to whatever currency is in effect. If there is
no rule of law, being able to protect your assets is equally important,
hence the notion of lead being a precious metal, too. Remember that
you don’t really own your land if you have to pay increasing property
taxes on it every year. California passed a law saying that the
government has first dibs on foreclosed property. Government could
care less whether we can afford to pay the taxes. They would prefer
that we were penniless and dependent, and ultimately dead. How can
the Blue States be in the black now, after all this shut down? It’s the
Federal Reserve notes they have gotten recently, allowing preferred
companies and governments to be operating a “surplus” when the
financial landscape has been devastated. It’s all a fraud. The
controllers have not lost power during this time, or so it seems to me. I
doubt they will allow a grid failure that would undermine their
surveillance system. If you look at geoengineering and money printing,
you will understand that the entire planet is on board with the
madness. How do heirloom seeds and water catchment help when the
air, water, and soil are toxic with heavy metals, polymers, and other
agents. I have been “all in” on precious metals since 2008. While I
bought silver in the low teens, I also bought it in the 30s and 40s. Who
is to say when they will be revalued against a new currency or
otherwise enable me to profit from them relative to the cost of housing
and land? Maybe never. Remember Greenspan’s dictum: markets can
stay irrational longer than investors can stay solvent. You must have a
balanced approach. But with COVID shutting down so many financial
opportunities for people, survival is getting harder, and along with it,
our ability to be healthy. Yes, silver and gold are more real than crypto,
but as to when they will really shine I have no clue. I believe the
money masters will throw a few hundred billion $$ whenever they need
to to subsidize mining or suppress spot prices, or whatever they need
to do to keep the nominal valuations (in USD) from spiking. They do
this to ensure confidence in the debt notes, as well as a big “fuck you”
to all the people who can discern the real from the unreal, truth from
fraud, GMO from organic, gold from crypto and debt. I agree with Fitts
and Crrow: crypto is prison and surveillance. All the energy going into
bitcoin is just to pave the way for a government issued digital system.

Reply

36.  Baba Ahnk says:
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March 15, 2021 at 1:04 pm
“Until we change the way money works, we change nothing!”. Michael P.
Ruppert. All value comes through the the labor of man. Gold, silver,
cryptocurrencies, etc…, Are abstractions of manpower. We have been
seduced by the Djinn, Archons, Devil, etc…. Materialism is the tool of the
deceivers. The trap, to keep us on this plain. Thank you Crrow and Jason
and Rose!

Reply

1.  Crow says:
March 15, 2021 at 1:10 pm
I agree and look forward to a sane era. Soon would be good, but we
will see.

Reply

37.  blueraven says:
March 15, 2021 at 1:13 pm
Clif High says to buy silver. I checked with my SE-5 device, which reads the
information in the Intrinsic Data Field (aka the ether), and it confirmed that
silver is a good thing to buy right now.

Reply

38.  Hugh says:
March 15, 2021 at 2:28 pm
Can Crrow or anyone else who may read this bring me up to speed on the
significance of the date “3/11” th at has been referenced so often?

Reply

1.  Crow says:
March 15, 2021 at 2:30 pm
3/11/2020 is when the world in our area went openly south 19 years
after 9/11

Reply

2.  unchel says:
March 15, 2021 at 2:33 pm
The date Crrow called poppycock on the beginning of Beer-Bug in
2020 using astrological and geomacical antenna

Reply
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1.  Hugh says:
March 15, 2021 at 3:04 pm
Thank you both…..

Good show Crrow…

My advice, for what it’s worth? Buy organic seeds in abundance
& observe, study the skyclock for the most appropriate time in
which to sow same..

Reply

39.  Baba Ahnk says:
March 15, 2021 at 3:05 pm
“Cryptocurrencies are the gateway drug to the Beast system.”

Baba AHNK

Reply

40.  Agentphoo says:
March 15, 2021 at 4:04 pm

$

!!!SAVAGE!!!

$

Reply

41.  Therightsideup says:
March 15, 2021 at 4:21 pm
We are living in “it’s a wonderful life” when George Bailey didn’t exist

Reply

42.  Holly Marcroft says:
March 15, 2021 at 4:50 pm
Diem / Libra. Blockchain

Reply

43.  William says:
March 15, 2021 at 6:02 pm
George Carlin explained all this great “plan” of theirs in his “Club” stand-up
routine… and you ain’t in it!

Reply
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44.  svmgwest says:
March 15, 2021 at 6:23 pm
I am not nearly as fluent in this speak as Gregory, BUT I can see trends
when taking a step back and looking at the big picture. We are most
definitely going from paper to digital. Period. This is what that Klaus clown
means when he says you will be happy and own nothing. Digital is nothing
along with these stupid Non Fungible Token on crypto called digital art.
Seems dumb as hell, but people like to collect digital cards and whatever
else, so gaming will be HUGE part of this transition.

Spiritually and biblically speaking neither of these options are great, BUT we
can take advantage of what is going on. There will be a block of the
population that will always want gold/silver as it has been around for
thousands of years as a store of value and potentially great bartering. Can’t
eat it though, so has its limits.

Will be a portion (and probably the largest portion) that will gladly go into
slavery for the beast system with everything electronic digital and they are
taken care of with their basic needs. Probably some kind of universal basic
income or whatever.

Here is my plan. I am currently taking advantage of this crypto market by
putting as much fiat into it as I can. It is on a super bull run at moment and
probably will continue to around the Fall or so and could go longer. As Greg
stated the fiat has to go somewhere. Bitcoin and other alt coins is where it
will be going. Key is NOT to get greedy, have your exit plan mapped out. A
gain is NOT a gain, until is is realized and sold. Immediately take that
realized fiat gains and pay off your debts and get land.

I plan on selling just about all of it. (will keep a little bitcoin in cold storage for
possible use in future in case of emergency), paying off all fiat debt and
buying a little piece of land somewhere so I can be self sufficient with
animals and farming. The more self sufficient, the less reliant on the beast
system. They CANNOT do anything to you without your consent. They will
make it horribly uncomfortable if you don’t take their vaccine or whatever
else there will be, BUT ultimately it cannot be forced upon you.

They will have to do something with all of us non-vaxxers the great
unwashed or whatever. I can see some sort of hunger games situation, with
people and all their smart cities doing their thing in the cities and we
unwashed living off the land in “squalor”, at least what they will think anyway.
Spiritually we will be right where we should be.

There is hope and will be a greater awakening as well. Gregory was not
saying one was better than the other, just letting us know that there are
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ways to take advantage so we can prepare ourselves for what is inevitably
coming.

Ultimately, the battle is in God’s temple (our minds) and we must not left the
antichrist in there (fear, anxiety etc.). In my opinion, the best teacher on
youtube for spiritual warfare and how to be victorious is TheBigSib…
Brandon Sibley
Be blessed.

Reply

45.  Clinton Dickerson says:
March 15, 2021 at 7:16 pm
Back to nature, it is the only thing really valuable in the end. Trees,
especially fruit trees in my backyard are very valuable. My chickens are
valuable. Sunlight, air and rain are super valuable. Dandelions in Texas are
popping up now, they are real sweet to the taste and have lots of vitamins.
Gonna try vertical vine cantaloupe, watermelon and cucumber this year,
wish me luck. Cheers from Texas yal 

%

Reply

46.  J says:
March 15, 2021 at 9:00 pm
I was liberal until my first nursing job, which was in a state prison. At some
point during that job, I came to the realization that these folks were being
taken care of by the government. State issued clothing, housing, food, work
detail, EVERYTHING they had on their person and every step they took
during their day was under the control of the government. And that was
when my eyes began to open to what a life where a government that takes
care of you looks like. From that day on, I’ve looked at things differently.
Now that being said, welfare state countries may go a similar road to what
I’ve described. However, many countries are coming into their period of
growth and productivity. Get in the path of those countries and the world
begins to brighten up again.

Reply

47.  Stephan Marsh says:
March 15, 2021 at 9:02 pm
Manarino is a self confessed 32nd degree FreeMason. Fyi…

Reply

1.  Baba Ahnk says:
March 16, 2021 at 5:37 am
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Even a broken clock is right twice in a day. You proffer a logical fallacy:
Ad-Hominem Attack. Find the error in the ideas, not the man. Are you
a TROLL?

Reply

48.  J says:
March 15, 2021 at 9:10 pm
Awesome show Crrow, Jason, Rose!! Really enjoyed listening to your guest
Greg. Very intelligent man. More of the financial shows !

Reply

49.  Walter Teal says:
March 16, 2021 at 12:04 am
I think land is the only way to go right now. Maybe crypto for the shower
term, then convert to hard/real assets. It will probably only buy you a few
more years of freedom. Stay away from flood Zones and be aware of the
potential for “spontaneous” fires (maybe have trees for timber, but not too
close to the house. And not downstream from man made lakes. I think part
of the biodiversity agenda is to restore land back to nature. Welcome to the
hunger games. Take every precaution, and pray for the best.

Reply

50.  Davey Crockett says:
March 16, 2021 at 9:54 am
Anyone else curious as to what show crrow was on

Reply
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ABOUT CRROW777
Crow has spent most of his life challenging the world around us. On the tail of years of
telescopic filming which gained worldwide attention this podcast was launched. This
Crrow777Radio Podcast is meant to be a place where everything is challenged and
people are free to communicate their ideas. The one rule here is be a higher minded
human being and be polite. The foundational idea that drives this site can be summed
up in the following statement: “Belief is the enemy of knowing”.
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